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Dramatic works in Copyright law

Of all the categories of works that are entitled to copyright, ‘dramatic works’ remains largely undefined, under national
legislations and international conventions. This has led to conflicting interpretations regarding elements constituting a 
dramatic work, often belonging to diverging branches of thoughts. These are primarily the US and UK schools. In this piece I 
will briefly discuss the development of dramatic work by the UK courts. 

In the case of Norowzian v. Arks, courts in the UK defined dramatic works as “works of action with or without music, capable 
of being performed before the public.” This definition was expanded in Nova Productions v. Mazooma Games to include 
certainty and sufficient unity as prerequisites for a work to be categorized as a dramatic work. Certainty requires that a 
dramatic work must follow its predetermined script or plan and unity requires the dramatic elements of a work to be unitary. 
It is relevant to note that the underlying presumption behind the said additional criteria were to prevent an individual from 
gaining monopoly over a certain subject matter or idea. Nevertheless, the requirements are not absolute and non-compliance
with the same has not been used to deny copyright protection in circumstances of works having minor variations from the 
predetermined script. 

The Delhi HC in Institute for Inner Studies v. Charlotte Anderson, has further echoed the English exposition of the definition 
of dramatic works while refusing to grant copyright protection for yoga sequences for lack of certainty. 

In an attempt to balance the economic interest of authors with the meritorious interest of the people by narrowly tailoring 
the monopolies granted, however, this approach managed to disregard copyright protection for improvised or ad libitum 
performances. 

This lacuna was realized in the dissenting judgment of Green v. Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand. The said dissent 
analyzed works of experimental performances wherein the director set the plot and the character narrative but allowed the 
actors to form their own dialogue. A strict reading of dramatic works would restrict copyright protection for such 
performances which would be inequitable on account of the intellectual effort, labour and skill put into the work by the 
author. Alternatively, allowing protection for such works would not give an unfair monopoly to the author considering that 
majority of the work and the idea behind it has been fixed to form an expression. 

In a recent case - Banner Universal v. Endemol, the majority reflected the sentiments of the dissent in Green v Broadcasting 
Corporation of New Zealand by reading down the certainty threshold to detailed and specific structural requirement rather 
than an exact repetition. In my opinion, this is a step in the right direction, as it allows a large number of creative works that 
would remain unprotected, within the scheme of IP protection. 

By Shivani Kabra



TECH GIANTS WORRY OVER LOSING CONTROL ON DATA

TRAI has floated a consultation paper titled ‘Privacy, Security and Ownership of the

Data in the Telecom Sector’ for open discussion seeking responses to user consent,

data ownership, rights and responsibilities of data controller and the possible

authority and control of the government. The Internet and Mobile Association of

India (IAMAI). The association is drafting a response on behalf og internet giants

such as Google, Amazon, etc.  The consequences of the paper may compromise on

their control over anonymized data. Presently, such data is an asset to internet

companies which have a two fold value; revenue through advertisement and

improved technology and solutions. Seeking public responses is seen as a form of

regulatory overreach by the members of the association who believe that the issue

was in the exclusive domain of Ministry of Electronic and Information Technology

(Meity).  

UCLA'S PROXY CASE IN DELHI HC

UCLA is fighting a proxy patent battle in the Delhi High Court for a life-prolonging

cancer drug, Xtandi which was refused a patent by the patent office on grounds of

"obviousness and lack of patentable invention". It is interesting to note that UCLA is

not acknowledging the involvement of several big pharmaceutical companies in this

petition, although documents not on record say otherwise. It is in order to protect

the interests of UCLA's commercial partners, to whom the patent on the drug has

been licensed. The application is opposed by health advocates in india and its own

guidelines that in developing countries "alternate licensing" is advisable, with

generic manufacture permitted and royalties forgone. UCLA's case is slated to come

up before the Delhi High Court in December 2017. 

MADRAS HC SAYS IP ISSUES ARE ARBTIRABLE

In last month’s issue, we had referred to a matter before the Madras HC that had to

decide on the arbitrability of IP issues. In the case, Lifestyle Equities v Qdseatoman

Designs, the division bench held that there exists a clear distinction between a right

in rem and an action in personam, the former being non-arbitrable and the latter

being arbitrable. In the facts of the case, the claim of the appellant was held, prima

facie, as an action in personam and therefore arbitrable. In any case, the court found

that the Arbitral Tribunal has the power under Section 16 of the Arbitration and

Conciliation Act to determine its own jurisdiction on such issues. 

ERICSSON'S PLEA FOR CONFIDENTIAL CLUBS

Delhi HC allowed Ericsson’s plea to constitute a ‘confidential club’ in its ongoing

legal battle with Xiaomi. It was held that the formation of such clubs are common in

disputes involving FRAND issues in order to ensure confidentiality of sensitive

information filed by the parties. Further, there is no law keeping parties out of such

confidential clubs and in fact felt it was necessary to include lawyers representing

both parties into the club to be in a position to seek instructions better from the

client. The ‘confidential club’ will consist of not more than five lawyers who have

never been in house counsels and not more than three external expert witnesses

listed by the parties in an affidavit.  

National



International
AMAZON PATENTS DRONES THAT CAN CHARGE 

WIRELESSLY

The US Patent and Trademark Office granted amazon a patent for their drones

which can wirelessly charge cars. While countries are struggling to put more electric

cars and charging stations on the road, the drones developed by amazon can

connect to transfer electricity to a car in motion. the drone would connect to a

central server and communicate with the car to determine the amount of energy

required by the car. The patent application file in 2014 has been granted by the

Patent Office in October this year.  

GERMAN SC ANNULS DECISION ON 3D CHOCOLATE 

MARKS

The German Supreme Court was faced with the question whether a chocolate’s

packaging in the form of three dimensional signs or marks could be given trademark

protection. The mark was originally given the trademark by the German Patent and

Trade Mark office but an unnamed party applied for deletion of these marks, and the

case reached to the SC for its consideration of the issue. The primary argument

against these marks is that it is barred protection due to Section 3(2), No. 1 of the

German Trade Mark Act, which states that signs and marks can be declared invalid if

it is found that the shape of these marks comes from or is due to the nature of the

goods themselves. Remanding the matter back to the Patent Court the SC 

observed that the square shape of the packaging is not an essential functionality of

the chocolate. In other words, chocolate does not have to be square in shape to fulfil

its purpose for the consumer. 
RESEARCHGATE SUED FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

The Coalition for Responsible Sharing, a coalition of publishers created to provide

the scientific community with information has decided to initiate legal proceedings

for copyright infringement against ResearchGate. ResearchGate's collection includes

several article whose IP rights are exclusively vested with the publishers. Since

authors assign all their rights to the publishers at the time of final publication,

instances of uploading by authors also constitute copyright infringement. Hence the

coalition of publishers have decided to initiate proceedings for infringement.The 

Court addressed the question of “fair sharing” of copyrighted information while

ensuring open access and the responsibility of collaboration networks like

ResearchGate in uploading of these articles on their platforms. 

APPLE SUED BY PATENT TROLL

Apple has been sued for a wide range of infringements by patent troll Uniloc. Patent

troll is a term applied to person or company that attempts to enforce patent rights

against accused infringers far beyond the patents actual value or contribution to the

prior art, often through hardball legal tactics. Uniloc claims Apple infringed on its

‘exercise monitoring systems and methods” patent on which it claims to have the

status of the exclusive licensee. Uniloc has targeted Apple in the past by filing cases

against Apple’s proprietary features such as iMessage, FaceTime, fast battery

charging technology, etc with limited favourable results. This lawsuit comes in the 

midst of an apparently legitimate one by another company which targets Apple’s new

‘Animoji’ feature. 

EMINEM WINS CASE AGAINST NZ NATIONAL PARTY

Eminem won his lawsuit for a copyright against the National Party of NZ for using 

his song “Lose Yourself”. The lawsuit was field after a track very similar to Eminem’s

hit was used in the election advertisements. It was argued that the music used by

them was of a ‘sound alike’ and the fact that the music was procured from a stock

music library means that they did not plagiarise Eminem. It was hed that the

similarities between the two versions were strong enough for it to have breached

the copyright.  



THE BLOCKCHAIN 
By Vardhit Singhania 

Blockchain Technology or ‘Distributed Ledger Technology’ is a

decentralised, trustless payment system based on mathematics and

cryptography. It is primarily used to record transactions of bitcoins or

other digital mediums of exchange (crypto-currencies). 

Blockchain works on the concept of a common distributed ledger,

which constitutes a number of people forming a network. The

completion of each transaction is updated in real time for every

participant of the network on their connected computer (called

‘nodes’). Each transaction has to be approved by all nodes

mathematically, which makes fraud or impersonation impossible. This

technology also reduces transaction costs and increases global

accessibility. Further, data, which is stored on a single server by banks,

is more comparatively more susceptible to hackers as the distributed

nature of Blockchain networks require a simultaneous attack on all

nodes of the network, as opposed to the one server of banks. 

Blockchain technology also poses an ideological challenge to the power

structure in the banking sector – Blockchain technology democratises

the process of recording transactions by ensuring that the authority to

validate transactions is distributed amongst the members of the

network, as opposed to the current system which concentrates

authority solely in the bank. 

INTERNSHIP @FICCI

Work: The work ranges from research on topics based on Patents,

Copyright and Trademarks to drafting course materials for their

online courses. You get to draft replies and form concept notes for

conferences that FICCI regularly conducts. 

Experience: The internship offers you the freedom to work on

whatever you like and some projects with the associates. All the

associates are very friendly and helpful. Thus, it is a great

opportunity for someone who has just been introduced to

Intellectual Property Rights.  

by  Anjanesh  Vatsa

Where: Federation of Indian Chambers of 
Commerce 

Duration: 4 weeks 

Mode of Application: Drop in a mail at 
ipr@ficci.com or on the basis of the grade 
attained upon the completion of their online 
certification.

The editors of this issue are Rishabh Mohnot and Himani Shah. The following students have made contributions for this issue - Vardhit 
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